The evolutionary dynamics of transposable elements (TEs) vary across the tree of life and even 2 between closely related species with similar ecologies. In Drosophila, most of the focus on TE 3 dynamics has been completed in Drosophila melanogaster and the overall pattern indicates that 4
within a species population, with a lower proportion of their genome comprised of TEs 23 (Charlesworth and Langley 1989; Charlesworth et al. 1997) . 24
These differences can be explained with a model described by Lee than the other species analyzed here (Clark et al. 2007 ; Sessegolo et al. 2016) . These species differ 108 in genome size, including an expanded Muller Element F in D. ananassae (Clark et al. 2007 ; 109
Leung and Students 2017). In fact, there is an excess of TE content in D. ananassae on Muller 110
element F. This element this represents only ~11.6% of the assembled reference genome (based 111 on D. melanogaster orthology) but contains ~21.1% of the reference genomes TE content (based 112 on RepeatMasker estimates), and so may account for the differences seen here. 113
To control for this Muller element expansion and other differences in genome size, we 114 measured the TE insertion density per autosomal euchromatic megabase and found a significant 115 excess of TE insertions per MB in D. ananassae and D. willistoni versus all other species, in all 116 TE orders ( Figure 2C , quasi-Poisson GLM, z-value > 19.296, p-value < 0.000565). These 117 differences in TE abundances suggest that TE insertions may have differing dynamics between 118 species, even when excluding TE rich regions. Due to the larger genomes and more abundant TE 119 insertions, insertions may be less costly in D. ananassae and D. willistoni compared to other 120 species and so may be more common in populations, with IFS skewed towards higher frequencies 121 we find IFS differ between species, in all cases TEs are skewed towards rare insertions (Figure 1) . 146
The median insertion frequency is below 25% in every TE order across all species and shows no 147 significant differences between species (Supplementary Table 2 & 3, GLM p-value > 0.213). 148
As these comparisons may be biased by factors such as how the data was generated, the 149 sequencing methods, the quality of the reference genomes and the TE annotation, we limited our 150 analysis to D. melanogaster, D. ananassae and D. willistoni, three species with data generated in 151 similar manners, with similar TE families and high-quality reference genomes. We assessed only 152 insertions in regions of the autosomal genome identified as orthologous using progressiveMauve 153 (Darling et al. 2004) . When comparing the insertions in these orthologous regions, for all 154 comparisons we find the TE dynamics are more consistent between species, with no significant 155 To combat this, we clustered lines based on nuclear polymorphism using a principle 172 component analysis (Supplementary Figure 3) . We then took a subset of lines for each species 173 which appears to cluster as a single group in a principle component analysis (Supplementary 174 Figure 3 ). We also attempted to account for effective population size, on TE content, we find no 175 association between effective population size and total TE content or insertion density, so did not 176 control for this further (LM p-value > 0.05, Supplementary Figure 3) . 177
In selected subpopulations, we checked for differences in the nuclear SFS between species 178 and, with no drastic differences seen, we compared TE insertion SFSs between species. We find 179 similar IFS across TE orders, though we do find an excess of high frequency RC insertions in D. potentially explained by a more recent invasion of that TE family (Kofler et al. 2015a) . P-element 225 has a significantly different site frequency spectra between species (GLM logistic regression: p-226 value < 0.05), and significantly lower Tajima's D (GLM p-value < 0.05), due to its recent 227 horizontal transfer to D. melanogaster from D. willistoni (Daniels et al. 1990 ; Khurana et al. 2011) . 228
Overall these results suggest few TE families differ between species in activity, after accounting 229 for recent acquisitions. 
species. 254
There are several possible explanations for the fact that work predating next generation 255 sequencing technologies suggested differences in TE dynamics among species (Hey 1989) . First, 256 these differences may be due to host-specific factors (Supplementary Table 2 inflating that insertion's frequency and skewing its frequency higher than in lower copy number 261 samples (Hey 1989) . Finally, species genomes may differ in their chromatin states at different parts 262 of genomes, limiting our analyses to well described euchromatic portions could have limited our 263 ability to identify the diversity of TE dynamics in these host species. D. ananassae, for example, 264 has an expansive Muller element F, full of transposable elements that was not included in this 265 survey (due to most the chromosome being masked in the reference genome). 266
Overall, our results support a model where TE families invade of the genome, expand in 267 copy number, are rapidly regulated by the host genome (to differing levels among species), with 268 insertions primarily being deleterious in all species examined, though the selection against 269 insertions appears to differ from species to species to a minor degree. 270
271

Materials and Methods 272
Population genomic data 273
We used next generation sequencing data from five species collected from three sources, 274 summarized in Supplementary Table 1 We obtained sequencing information for 16 Drosophila ananassae isofemale lines and 14 283 willistoni isofemale lines. These lines were sequenced using an illumina HiSeq 2500 to produce 284 100bp paired end reads for each isofemale line. 285
Wild Drosophila innubila were captured at the Southwest Research Station in the 286
Chiricahua Mountains between September 8 th and 15 th , 2016. Baits consisted of store-bought 287 white button mushrooms (Agaricus bisporus) placed in large piles about 30cm in diameter. A 288 sweep net was used to collect the flies over the baits. Flies were sorted by sex and species at the 289 University of Arizona and males were frozen at -80 degrees C before being shipped on dry ice to 290 Lawrence, KS. All D. innubila males were homogenized in 50 microliters of viral buffer (a media 291 meant to preserve viral particles, taken from (Nanda et al. 2008) ) and half of the homogenate was 292 used to extract DNA using the Qiagen Gentra Puregene Tissue kit (#158689, Germantown, 293
Maryland, USA). We constructed a genomic DNA library using a modified version of the Nextera 294 DNA Library Prep kit (#FC-121-1031, Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) meant to conserve 295 reagents (Baym et al. 2015) . We sequenced the library on two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq 2500 296
System Rapid-Run to generate paired-end 150 base-pair reads (available at NCBI accession 297
numbers SRR6033015). 298
We trimmed all data using Sickle (minimum length = 50, minimum quality = 20) before 299 mapping, and removed adapter sequences using Scythe (Joshi and Fass 2011; Buffalo 2018) . 300
Custom reference genomes 301
We downloaded the latest Flybase reference genome (Flybase.org, as of December 2018) For. D. innubila, we generated a repeat library for the reference genome using 310
RepeatModeler (parameters: -engine NCBI) (Smit and Hubley 2008) . Then, after identifying each 311 family order by NCBI universal BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990 ), used this library as the custom TE 312 library for repeat masking as described above. To validate these RepeatModeler consensus 313 sequences for D. innubila, we mapped Illumina data to the TE library and kept only TE sequences 314 with at least 1x the genomic coverage across 80% of the sequence (BWA MEM, default parameters 315
(Li and Durbin 2009; Li et al. 2009)). 316
For each species, we then generated a custom reference genome required for the use of 317 PopoolationTE2 (Kofler et al. 2016) . For this we merged the masked reference genome, the 318 custom TE library used for masking and the genome TE sequences, extracted using BEDTools 319 (Quinlan and Hall 2010). Next, as described in the PopoolationTE2 manual, we generated a 320 hierarchy for each genome which assigned each TE sequence (all consensus sequences and 321 reference sequences) to a TE family and TE order as described in ( 
TE content and copy number differences between genomes 326
We quantified the amount of TE content for all species in three ways: a) proportion of the reference 327 genome masked with RepeatMasker, b) median insertion count of each TE family across all lines 328 in a species and c) median insertion count of each family using PopoolationTE2. For b), we found 329 the median coverage for each TE family and the median coverage masked nuclear genome using 330 BEDTools (genomeCoverageBed) (Quinlan and Hall 2010), we divided the median TE coverage 331 by the median nuclear coverage (subsampled to 15x coverage) to find the copy number of each 332 family. Then we calculated the median adjusted TE coverage across all lines for each species. For 333 c), we calculated the median TE insertion count for each family in each species, based on TE 334 insertions called using PopoolationTE2. To control for differences in genome size across 335 euchromatic regions, we also calculated the insertions per 1 Megabase windows (sliding 250kbp) 336 for each TE order in each line for each species, only for contigs greater than 100kbp with less than 337
60% of the window masked by RepeatMasker (Tarailo-Graovac and Chen 2009). 338 339
Calling transposable element insertions across genomes 340
To identify the TE insertions throughout the genome in each line for each species, we followed 341 the recommended PopoolationTE2 pipeline for each species (sourceforge.net/p/popoolation-342 te2/wiki/Walkthrough/) (Kofler et al. 2016 ). Though PopoolationTE2 is designed for use with 343 population pools, we used an adjusted method to call germline insertions in individuals. We 344 subsampled each line to 15x average nuclear coverage and followed the pipeline with appropriate 345 cutoffs to exclude most somatic transpositions (map-qual = 15, min-count = 5, min-distance = -346 200, max-distance = 500). PopoolationTE2 gives an estimated frequency of the insertion based on 347 coverage of the TE breakpoint versus the genomic coverage, here we used this as a support score 348 for each TE insertion (Kofler et al. 2016) . We removed insertions found exclusively in one line 349 with lower than 50% frequency in an individual line, we then merged all remaining insertion files 350 for each species. We also removed all insertions in regions with more than 60% of the We called polymorphism across the host nuclear genome using GATK HaplotypeCaller (DePristo 374 et al. 2011) for each host and found the nuclear site frequency spectrum for each species using this 375 data, which we confirmed using ANGSD (folded spectra, bootstraps = 100, reference sequence 376 given, ancestral sequence not used) (Korneliussen et al. 2014) . ANGSD was also used to perform 377 a principle component analysis between samples in each species to look for population 378 substructure (Korneliussen et al. 2014) . 379
380
Estimating the effective population size of species 381
We used the previously generated folded site-frequency spectra from ANGSD in StairwayPlot for 382
D. melanogaster, D. innubila, D. ananassae and D. willistoni (excluding D. pseudoobscura due to 383
the method of the data generation) (Korneliussen et al. 2014; Liu and Fu 2015) . For each estimated 384 effective population size back in time, we found the harmonic mean of the effective size in the 385 past 100,000 years and took that as the average size for the line. We then compared the TE copy 386 number estimations to effective population size. 387
388
TE families with dynamics differing between species 389
We next wanted to identify TE families shared between species to identify differences in activity 390 between species. We aligned families of the same superfamily (defined in the Repbase TE database 391 (Kohany et al. 2006) ) from each species using MAFFT and considered families within 95% 392 identity to be the same family in different species (Katoh et al. 2002) . We then compared the site 393 frequency spectrum of these species using a logistic regression GLM. We also tested for 394 differences in population genetic statistics to assess if differences are due to the recent acquisition 395 of a family in a species. We calculated Watterson's theta, pairwise diversity and Tajima's D using 396
Popoolation (Kofler et al. 2011a) , then compared these statistics across family and species using 397 a generalized linear model, noting significant interactions between species and TE family. 
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